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Economic Development in Historical Persoective 
J. C. H. ·Fei 
G. Ranis* 
It is the purpose of the present paper to discuss the process of 
economic growth in long run historical perspective. The very notion of 
"history" carries two senses, namely the recording of the events themselves 
and the meaningful interpretation of these events. It is therefore an apt 
subject matter for both economic historians whose main focus has traditionally 
been institutional and for economic theorists who have a long standing in­
terest in the resources aspects of growth. It is the purpose of this paper 
to help illuminate the state of our present understanding of growth and 
development via the appraisal of the evolution of crucial economic insti­
tutions and significant r;rowth theorPt:i.c ideas. 
In order to carry out this purpose, we must, first of all, decide on 
the relevant time span attached to our notion of recorded history. Admittedly 
this should be a relatively long period, but just how long? Should we be 
concerned only with the last 50-60 years, (i.e., 20th-century growth), or 
the last 200 years (coinciding with the rise of industrial capitalism), or 
the last 500 years back to the days of the emergence from agrarian feud­
alism? As we are concerned in part with the evolution of economic ideas 
about growth, the history of economic thought immediately suggests an answer, 
namely, that the time span of our inquiry should stretch back to at least 
the 16th century. For it is in respect to this period that economists have 
*Professors of Economics at Cornell and Yale Universities,respectively. 
expressed themselves in an organized body of thought (i.e., the mercan­
tilists, the physiocrats, the tnglish classical writers, the Marxians, the 
Austrians and the contemporary writers), either explicitly directed to the 
phenomenon of growth or in ways which can be construed (i.e., interpreted) 
to have major growth-theoretic implications" An examination of the broad 
outline of the evolution of these ideas is one of the major building blocks 
of this paper. 
Since growth in long run perspective is admittedly a complicated, 
many-faceted phenomenon, --a "seamless web"-•we must also decide on a parti­
cular framework of approach to the problem. Growth can be interpreted 
strictly narrowly as a pure resources augmentation phenomenon (as is prone 
to be true for the case of the modern "planning school" of thought) or, 
broadly, as a cultural evolution (emphasized by those with institutional or 
anthropological inclinations). We have found it instructive to adopt a 
view-point which lies somewhere in between these extremes, i.e., by concen­
·trating on a broadly defined notion of capital, and selecting those phenor.1ena 
for closer examination which bear essentially on the capital accumulation 
process over time. 
It is a major premise of our paper that such a broad unveiling of 
"capital accumulation" over time constitutes an unifying theme for a set 
of far from homogeneous phenomena and thus represents a useful characteri­
zation of growth in historical perspective. To be sure, the productive 
significance of capital, a la Harrod-Demar, has remained important; but the 
capital stock is also an instrument of control and, in any case, intimately 
related to the organizational features of an economy. If we take a sweeping 
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view of the growth accomplishments of the Western World over the last five 
centuries (from 1500 on), we cannot help but be impressed by the drastic 
changes, not only in oroductive caoacity but also in the mode of social 
organization. Thus, in discussing the growth phenomenon in on historical 
context~reference must continuously be made to both these aspects of capital 
accumulation. 
This paper does not attempt a philosophical survey of the intrinsic 
"nature" of capital in the Frank Knight tradition. Partly as a result of 
more recent growth theoretic developments, modern readers have a right to 
demand a more "mode 1-like" approach to the search for a meaningful defini­
tion of capital accumulation in various detectable g~owth epocbs;of the 
past. It is our belief that a fuller understanding of the operational 
significance of capital during any specific epoch can be achieved with the 
aid of a schema--first employed by the Physiocrats in their Tableau Econo­
mique and developed more fully in recent years with the aid of modern 
national income accounting techniques--depicting the outline of the method 
of operation of the entire economy. We shall employ such a device depicting 
the mode of operation of an economy as it relates to both its resource 
and organizational dimensions. 
A growth epoch, as Professor Kuznets has taught us, 
1 can be defined 
in terms of certain characteristic rules of growth or modes of oper:ltion of 
the whole econom/over a rather long (at least 50-100 years) stretch of time. 
1Sees. Kuznets, Modern Economic Growth, Yale University Press, 1966. 
2For example, population growth rate, productivity increase, structure 
of production, etc. We are not concerned with these quantitative performance 
indicators in this paper. 
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The epochs we shall be dealing with are, first, the pre-modern epoch of 
agrarian feudalism during the period from approximately 1500 to 1750. This 
is followed by what Kuznets has identified as the epoch of modern growth. We 
shall further subdivide this epoch of modern r;rowth into 19th century indus­
trial capitalism (1750-1914) and 20th century technocratic capitalism 
(1918-present). These four discernable growth epochs will be treated in 
sections II-III of our paper. For each epoch, we shall try to depict the 
special relevant meaning of "capital accumulation". This in turn involves an 
understanding of the changing meaning of "capita Iii, the changing mode. of 
operation of the economy in respect to capital accumulation, and the changing 
organizational structure of the economy. We shall also survey the relevant 
growth theoretic ideas of each epoch in the light of this account of the real 
world growth phenomenon. The focal point of our analysis will thus be on the 
contrast between the various growth epochs as well as on the significance of 
the sequential ordering outlined, namely, in what sense the growth accomplish­
ment of one epoch paves the way for the next. This, in essence, is what we 
mean by viewing growth in historical perspective. 
The contemporary less developed world is trying to imitate Western 
European experience with growth over the last four centuries--both in terms 
of its productive and its organizational aspects. The developing countries 
are clearly hopeful that it will take them considerably less time to accom­
plish the same task--due to the natural late-comer advantages Veblen referred 
to. They are, moreover, encouraged in this hope by the experience of such 
countries as Japan. The resistance that a contemporary underdeveloped 
country is likely to encounter in a similar attempt to telescope the British 
experience has practical historical as well as policy significance. These 
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implications for the development of the contemporary underdeveloped world 
will be explored in Section IV. 
Section I. Capital Accumulation 
Capital is generally defined as a stock which represents a produced 
means of production, Three essential attributes (and only three) can be de­
duced from this, namely that the accumulation of capital requires social 
1
effort (i.e., it is "produced"), that it is an immutable and durable stock, 
and that it contributes to production. The economic growth significance of 
capital accumulation follows precisely from these attributes, namely, it deals 
with that portion of total economic endeavor which is preserved in one period 
of time for positive contribution to the productive capacity of future genera­
tions. Thus capital accumulation, broadly defined, can be said to be vir­
tually coextensive with economic growth. This definition permits a broad 
interpretation of what may be included in the capital stock, i.e., (i) in­
ventories, (ii) fixed capital (e.s., plant and productive equipment), 
(iii) overhead capital (roads, wharves, water supply, schools, sewage systems, 
dwellings), and (iv) special quality characteristics of human agents above 
the unskilled level (i.e., the physical and mental attributes of labor, entre­
2
preneurial ability etc.). As we shall see, this broad interpretation of 
what may be included under capital facilitates our analysis of the growth 
¾ve shall neglect the technical problem of depreciation which can be 
safely omitted in a discussion of the long run growth problem. 
2we draw this distinction between "labor" and the "attributes of 
labor" since we regard the latter as capital according to our definition while 
the former is not--at least in a non-slavery economy. 
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phenomenon in the various epochs under discussion. As the mode of operation 
of the economy changes over time the content of "capita 1", within the above 
broad definition, undergoes a corresponding evolution. 
The above definition emphasizing the productive aspects of capital 
is quite independent of the mode of social organization of a particular system 
(i.e., it is applicable to capitalism, feudalism, communism). In the economics 
literature developed in the western world, there has, however, arisen some­
thing of a tradition by which the term is restricted to profit-seeking private 
capital in a capitalistic society. This (to us) special usage of the term 
serves to emphasize the fact that "capital", besides constituting an instru­
ment for raising productivity, is also an instrument of control in a parti­
cular type of society, e.g., capitalism, namely, in such a society, the owners 
(or, more precisely, the managers) of capital goods, are, in fact, the managers 
of the economic affairs of the system as a whole. 
This "special" usage of "capital" was rooted in the Classical tradi­
tion and may serve quite well to explain the growth-promoting forces of in­
dustrial capital that prevailed in that particular historical stretch of 
time, i.e., from 1750-1914. It was in this phase that economic individualism 
found its fullest expression and its operational significance in the accumula­
tion and management of the most characteristic form of capital (i.e., fixed 
capital) vital for the growth of the industrial economy. We should not let 
this blind us, however, to the realization that, given a longer historical 
time perspective, such usage remains rather special. For in contrast to 
economic individualism, collectivism may have had a more essential guiding 
role in the management of economic affairs at other times, i.e., before 1750 
or after 1914. In such epochs, in other words, profit-seeking private 
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capital may have been less important in terms of economic growth than a 
collective form of capital management and accumulation. 
Both the production and the organizational significance of capital 
come together in terms of its direct involvement with labor. The production 
significance of capita 1 is due mainly to the "contribution" which it makes 
to labor productivity; and the social or organizational significance of 
capital cannot be assessed independently of what happens to the collabora­
tive human agents in the society. There are clearly many ways that capital 
can be "involved" with labor. In fact, as the economy moves from one growth 
epoch to another, the mode of operation of the economy (in any given epoch) 
is de fined mainly in terms of these changing operational relations between 
1labor and capital. In each epoch of growth the center of the stage is held 
by certain special types of capital goods, and certain characteristic modes 
of productive as well as organizational relationships which are evolved to 
facilitate the accumulation process. We believe that to really understand 
growth in historical perspective is to understand these characteristics and 
the contrast offered by various growth epochs. For only when these features 
are understood can we proceed to answer the central question of "how growth 
came about", i.e., to identify the growth promoting forces which pushed the 
economy forward in the course of the capital accumulation process. It is 
the operation of these growth promoting forces, (often facilitated by certain 
1
This view of capital as inextricably intertwined with the special 
growth phenomenon of an epoch is, by no means, shared by all who concern them­
selves with capital theory. The Austrian economists, for example, whose 
technical contribution to the "nature of capital" was very significant, paid 
little attention to the specific nature of capital in the context of a 
particular mode of organization of the system. 
exogenous historical events,) which not only help give the economy its 
epoch-specific characteristics but also gradually usher in certain inevitable 
sequential changes leading us to the next epoch. 
In summary, each epoch will have to be understood in terms of the 
specific productive and organizational relationships linking capital and 
labor, and dominating the mode of operation of the system. Only then can the 
basic growth promoting forces determining the quantity and quality of accumu­
lation be rigorously identified. 
Section II. From Simple Agrarianism to Mercantile Agrarianism (1500-1750) 
Before 1500 Western Europe was characterized by local self-sufficiency 
in agricultural production, a system which may be labelled simple agrarianism. 
The 250 year time span from approximately 1500 to 17 50 witnessed the gradual 
transition of this system to a less primitive trade-related agrarianism which 
we may call mercantile agrarianism. Mercantile agrarianism in turn paved 
the way for the epoch of industrial capitalism (1750-1914) which followed. 
Thus, in terms of our attempt at achieving long run historical perspective, 
mercantile agrarianism may be regarded as a long phase of transition leading 
from simple agrarianism "inevitably" to industrial capitalism. 
Simple Agrarianism 
The simple agrarian society is characterized by the dominance of 
settled (non-nomadic) agricultural production to the virtual exclusion of 
other forms of economic activity and with relatively little trade beyond the 
local community in evidence. A simple agrarian society is essentially 
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locally self-sufficient and should not be associated with the notion of an 
integrated national or regional economic system. 
1 The political structure 
associated with such a routinized inward-looking economic way of life may be 
characterized as local separation stabilized by a feudal set of social rela­
tions as between hereditary ruling and serf classes. The well-known manorial 
system of medieval Europe and of the (less well-known) Chou dynasty in 
ancient China (100 to 200 B.C.) may be viewed as representative. 
The nature of the capital stock in simple agrarianism represents the 
purest form of "wages fund", namely, the stock amounts to an inventory of 
agricultural goods (mainly food) to bridge the gap arising from the noncoin­
cidence of production and consumption periods in agriculture. On the one 
hand, the seasonality of agricultural production leads to the emergence of 
the required food supplies during one or two specific (harvest) months of 
the year. On the other hand, the consumption demand for food is continuous 
and evenly spread throughout the year. Thus all the food needed between 
harvests must be stocked up and a method of social organization must be de­
signed to see to it that such stocks wi 11 be apportioned and again replenished 
in an orderly fashion. This, in essence, is the meaning of capital stock-­
and the only possible meaning--from the production standpoint in the simple 
agrarian society. 
The mode of economic life in simple agrarianism may be depicted with 
the aid of diagram la in the form of one production sector and two household 
sectors, i.e., the serfs and the nobility. Total output A is used either as 
1It is, by no mean~ necessarily a primitive form of society, however. 
Many centuries of cultural development may be required to move a society from 







Dia. 2a Dia. 2b 
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consumption (for the serfs Cs and for the lords Cl) or as investment (I) 
leading to capital accumulation. The stock of capital K is seen to be divided 
into 12 parts--corresponding to the evenly distributed consumption demand 
during each of the 12 months of the year--to remind us of the basic wage 
fund characteristic. While the serfs supply the necessary agricultural 
labor force (L), the lords supply their services in respect to the management 
1 The right of the lords to manage-of the capital stock K, as a wages fund. 
ment is maintained and perpetuated partly by ideology (e.g., religious or 
feudal), partly by brute force, but mainly by the necessity for all to accept 
some form of social organization to ensure law and order. In fact, the 
raison d'etre of simple agrarianism, which contributes to its long run 
stability, often rests on the ground that the cultural life of the lords is 
taken by most as the very end purpose of the existence of society. This 
was the picture presented by Quesnay and the Physiocrats. 
The nature of the involvement of capital with labor in simple agrarian­
ism is suggested by the very term "wages fund"--namely its function is to feed 
the workers in anticipation of the next harvest. This also explains the cen­
tral fact that the capital stock (K) is proportional to the population (L) 
where the proportionality factor Q in K=QL depends upon and is positively 
related to the "degree" of divergence between the production and consumption 
periods. 
2 
It follows that investment per head (I/L) in such a society must 
1The lords have the right to exact services and payments in kind and 
are in charge of settling disputes, maintaining justice, granting loans, etc. 
2For exampleJif there are two crops a year instead of one the needed 
capital stock is halved. The determination of the magnitude of "Q" is 
analogous to that of the modern transaction velocity of money. 
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be proportional to the population growth rate with the same proportionality 
factor, i.e., 
(1) I/L = .2! / L = 9 n ).
dt L 
For example, in case the population growth rate is constant (i.e., .003)=n1 
the investment per head is also constant. Thus with population constituting 
the major investment demand, growth can be said to be population pushed. 
Where land supply is not a constraint the tasks associated with "savings" are 
automatic and performed routinely and almost subconsciously. Any sense of 
economic progress beyond this simple sideward motion is only foreign butnot 
basically repugnant. For the society is mainly a traditional society with 
per capita consumption maintained at constant levels and economic growth con­
trolled by population growthe 1 In short, simple agrarianism represents that 
long epoch of stagnation which persisted for many centuries in medieval 
Western Europe. This presents the essential outlines of the workings of 
simple agrarianism; let us now turn to an examination of mercantile agrarianism 
into which simple agrarianism evolved. 
Mercantile Agrarianism 
Change and progress in the agrarian society can be closely identified 
with the increasing impact of mercantile activities--i.e., interregional and 
international economic arbitrage carried out for the sake of profits. It is 
the growth in the volume of trade and its geographic spread which constitutes 
the central growth phenomenon of mercantile agrarianism (approximately 
¼hen land scarcity is a factor some slow improvement of crop practices 
or innovation must occur to offset diminishing returns. The authors deal with 
this situation in their "Agrarianism, Dualism and Economic Development" in 
The Theory an2 Design of E..£23omic Development, edited by I. Adelman and E. 
Thorbecke, The Johns Hopkins PreJs 1966. 
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1500-1750). To be sure, the major form of economic production--measured in 
terms of value added or population involved--continued to be agricultural. 
However, it was the penetration of this agrarian system by mercantile activ­
ities dedicated to interregional trade that gradually transformed the 
latter--gradually ridding it of the local self-sufficiency attributes and 
substituting in its place an integrated economic system covering a larger 
space, ultimately the entire national economy. What sharply differentiates 
mercantile agrarianism from simple agrarianism is the newly erected social 
infra-structure pertinent to this particular type of trade-related soece 
economics. The structure in evidence by the end of the mercantile agrarian 
epoch in the middle of the eighteenth century can be depicted symbolically 
1
by a tree-star structure, as depicted in diagram 2·a. There are two sets 
of ideas which we intend to convey by this abstract tree-star structure. 
One set of ideas refers to the nodes or vertices (as represented by 0 , o, • 
and the edges (as represented by link segments) connecting the nodes. While 
11 11the nodes stand for communities of human settlement--11 011 for city, 0 for 
town and "•" for vi 112.ge. --the edges stand for transportation and communi­
cation links connecting these comrnunitieso The second set of ideas refers 
to the stars, represented by the circles in diagram 2asurrounding the nodes, 
which may be construed to represent a geographic area of agrarian activity 
from the production standpo:~nt. In these areas economic activities are 
1Both these terms are borrowed from linear graph theory and are used 
in a heuristic and non-rigorous fashion here. A rigorous definition of a 
tree is a linear graph which is connected and circle free (i.e., free of loops) 
and signifies that there is one and only one path between any two nodes. Thus 
rigorously a tree corresponds to a primitive transportation system linking all 
the cities. Rigorously a star is a number of nodes (e.g., a.b.c.d.e.f.g. in 
diagram 2·a which are connected by one edge each to a vertex (e.g., X) which 
is the center of the star. Thus the nodes (abcde) of the stars correspond to 
rural families and the center (X) is the village which is the focal point of 
activity of a number of rural families. 
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carried out around the center of gravity at the node or the center of the 
star. Thus while the tre(S (i.e., the nodes and the edges) signify the exis­
tence of a significant interregional pattern of connectivity, it is the stars 
that carry the spacial significance with respect to given geographic areas. 
The means of transportation can be assumed to be fairly primitive, and ·hence 
the maximum distance between the center of the star and any point inside the 
star is such that it takes at most a day to complete a round trip by walking. 
In a densely populated country the inhabitable land space can be considered 
as covered by stars. 
It is hoped that this tree-star structure will facilitate our attempt 
to describe the mode of operation of the mercantile agrarian economy. In 
order to contrast this mercantile agrarian system sharply with simple 
agrarianism, we also present in diagram lb a graphic description of the latter. 
In this diagram there are only stars; the absence of a meaningful tree 
structure is intended to convey the locally self-sufficient nature of the 
1agrarian economy. Thus, it is the establishment of the trees--i.e., the 
trading routes--which transforms the simple agrarian economy into a regionally 
or nationally integrated economy. 
Mode of Operation of Mercantile Agrarianism 
The basic structural characteristic of mercantile agrarianism is that 
the economy now moves away from its monolithic emphasis on agricultural pro• 
duction. Instead it is the coexistence of agricultural and non-agricultural 
ways of life which now becomes its basic structural characteristic. For 
1This use of stars to describe a simple agrarian society emphasizes not 
only its relative backwardness but also its rather advanced state relative to 
really primitive nomadic societies where even such geographic focal points 
for permanent community activity do not exist. 
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simplicity, in relation to our tree/star structure, we may think of the cities
 
and the towns as corresponding to the trade sector as it emerges out of in-' 
creasingly regularized regional agricultural markets and trade fairs, ,-1ith 
the small villages, which constitute the center of the stars, representing 
the purely agricultural communities. In conformity with this emerging new 
trade sector is the emergence of a new capital concept which now includes 
inventories of food (K), which serve as a wages fund,and inventories of agri­
cultural produce, possibly semi-processed, (K'), which together make up what 
may be called the commercial capital stock. 
Given the infrastructure of a tree-star network, the mode of opera­
tion of the mercantile agrarian economy at any given time can now be described 
in diagram 2b, a slight modification of diagram la. Total agricultural outpu
t 
A is now seen to be divided into 3 parts: consumption c, investment in the 
wages fund I;and investment in commercial capital I'. These two types of 
investment lead to the augmentation of the wages fund Kand the commercial 
capital stock K'. 
The wages fund (K), continues to bridge the gap between the production 
and the consumption periods in agricultural output, as in simple agrarianism. 
The appearance now of a need for commercial capital (K 
1 ) is due to two fac­
tors, namely the non-coincidence of production and consumption periods among 
producing areas and the time consumed in transport. Given these basic fac­
tors the demand for this form of capital (K') is proportional to the volume 
of trade (T), (i.e., K1=9 1T). 
1 Let us assume that the volume of interregional 
1whcre Q 1 is the factor of proportionality. For example, other things 
being equal, the demand for commercial capital decreases when the needed 
transport time decreases or another region with more complementary production
 
Both of these events would be reflectedpattern enters into the trading orbite 
in a decline of 9 1 0 
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trade (T) in such an economy is mainly a function of the size of the "trade 
margin", i.e., that portion of total output which is not self-consumed. Then 
T=Lq where L is tota 1 population and q is the per capita "trade margin". Let 
us approximate q by q = p-c where pis the average labor productivity and 
9 1c is the per capita consumption of self-consumed goods. Then K' = L(p-c). 
From this we can see that per capita investment in commercial capital I'/L = 
where nL is the population growth rate. If we add the tradi­
tional demand for capital as a wages fund to this (see I), the total commer-
cial investment per head required· becomes 
2) I/L = (~ + 9 1 (p-c) >n 
L 
Simple as this formula might be it does serve to emphasize two distinct ideas 
related to the growth promoting- forces in mercantile agrarianism. In the 
first place, growth is population pulled, i.e., investment per head is pro­
portional to the growth rate of the population ( n ) as in the case of simple
1 
1agrarianism. But, in the second place, the growth promoting forces are now 
also determined by--i.e., proportional to--the size of the agricultural trade 
2margin (p-c). Thus it would appear that in a mercantile agrarian system 
economic growth is both population pulled, as before, and agricultural productivity 
pushed. 
1As long as there continues to be no problem of diminishing returns 
on the land. 
2In a predominantly self~sufficient economy p-c is close to zero. As 
agricultural productiv i.ty increases, the trade margin is likely to increase, 
not only absolutely but also as a fraction of p with consumer preferences be­
coming more diversified with higher income levels. Thus (p-c)/p is an in­
creasing function of p(or c/p is a decreasing function of p). In the formula­
tion in the next section we shall approximate this phenomenon by the assump­
tion that c is approximately constant asp increases through time. 
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Cumulative Growth Under Mercantile Agrarianism 
At this point let us advance the hypothesis that there is interaction 
between 1 1 and p, i.e., that the accumulation of commercial caRital in turn 
contributes to the increase of agricultural productivitv. Under this hypo-
thesis, commercial capital accumulation will in turn result in an increase of 
1
the trade margin (p-c). This increase will in turn lead to a faster rate of 
capital accumulation and thus reinforce the p-raising process. ~n this way 
we can depict a process of cumulative growth in the mercantile agrarian 
systemo It should be emphasized that these forces making for continuous in­
creases in agricultural productivity are new to the ar;rarian economy and con­
trast sharply with the picture of long run stagnation gripping the simple 
agrarian system. To provide a slightly more rigorous formulation of this 
argument, let us assume that the increase of agricultural productivity is 
proportional to the change in the commercial capital stock per head, with j, 
the factor of proportionality, defined as the productivity enhancement co­
efficient: 
3) dp/dt = j I/L implying, by (2) that 
do4) a) - =A+ Bpdt 
where A= j (fl-e'c) nL 
and B = jfl 1 11 
L 
b) 11 p = A/ p + B 
c ) 11 p = B ( for p _. oo ) 
1Especially with c constant as we have assumed (if c should rise 
somewhat, it will surely rise less than p). 
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Thus in the long run the rate of increase of agricultural productivity 
will always take on a positive value B = j9'nL • Furthermore the long run 
rate of progress is seen to be directly proportional to "j", the enhancement 
coefficient, which describes the extent to which the accumulation of commer­
cial capital serves to stimulate agricultural productivity. We also see 
that a higher population growth rate continues to be beneficial in stimulating 
agricultural productivity in the mercantile agrarian system. This charac­
terization surely is not far from the truth for pre-industrial growth in· 
which population growth and the agricultural productivity-raising effect of 
markets represent the two primary growth-promoting forces. 
The above may be regarded as our central hypothesis on the historica 1 
significance of the epoch of mercantile agrarianism, namely that it was mainly 
through the expansion of trade that agricultural productivity was raised and 
the tendency to stagnation reversed. This stimulation was, in fact, so stron6 
that, given the benefit of historical hindsight, it rendered the Classical 
pessimism, based on the shortage of land and diminishing returns, quite ir­
relevant and artificial. Empirically, we have, in fact, witnessed an agricul­
tura 1 revolution during the period of mercantile agrarianism (1500-17 50) which 
preceded the industrial revolution. Our line of argument in attempting to 
interpret this real world phenomenon depends, of course, on the strength of 
the behavioral assumption related to "j", namely on how effectively commer­
cial activities can, in fact, stimulate agricultural productivity. It is to 
this problem that we will now turn. 
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Trade and Agricultural Productivity 
As we pointed out earlier, when simple agrarianism is compared with 
mercantile agrarianism the most striking difference is the construction of 
the trade-related social and institutional infrastructure relevant to the 
latter,--i.e., the tree-star structure. Operating within the framework of 
such an infra-structure, the accumulation of commercial capital and of infra­
structure serves to link up local econcmies as part of an integrated regional 
and, ultimately, national economic system. The immediate tangible effect of 
such an integration process is that agricultural productivity is stimulated. 
The causal chain dominating this phenomenon is, however, far from simple since 
it entails changes in production, in institutional structure, in education, 
and possibly in ideology. To facilitate this discussion, let us deal with 
four main factors contributing to the size of j, i.e., to the explanation of 
how commercial activity stimulates agricultural productivity. 
1) The Smithian Division of Labor--The most forceful and we 11-known 
factor relevant here is that offered by Adam Smith. In essence his argument 
can be summarized in three logical steps. First, farm productivity is en­
hanced by an increased division of labor; second an increased division of 
labDr is rendered possible through greater exchange and trade, i.e., the ex­
pansion of the market; and, finally, increased trade results from the accumula­
tion of commercial capital. Referring to diagram (2a) we can readily see 
the significance of our tree-star structure as a catalyst in facilitating 
this interregiona 1 flow of commodities. The construction of roads, turnpikes 
and communication links constitute the tree branches through which trade 
flows, and the provision of social overheads at the center, e.g., warehouses, 
financial facilities and other necessary urban amenities make the star system 
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possible. It is through such a system that particular regions can become 
specialized in the production of those commodities in which they have a com­
parative advantage. 
We believe that the Smithian body of thought (and the old Classical 
system in general) was directed precisely to a description of this mercantile 
agrarian society. The Classicists were primarily concerned with depicting 
an economy prior to the industrial revolution, still heavily agrarian, in 
which progress--or lack of it--is primarily related to what happens to agri-
cu1tura 1 production. 
fund and commercial capital, with the common purpose of expanding the division 
. 1 Their "capital" was basically a synthesis of a wages 
of labor through trade. Finally, Smith and the Classical School in general 
were concerned with the limits of the potential advance in agricultural pro­
ductivity over time. In retrospect we may say that their fundamental pessimism 
stems from the very fact that the sources of productivity increase are traceable 
solely to the "division of labor", making it inevitable that diminishing re­
turns, coupled with the shortage of land, could sooner or later be expected 
to win out. 
2) Changes in the Method of Organization--If, for purposes of con-
trast, we accept feudalism as the modal form of social-economic organization 
in simple agrarianism, the stability of that society is ensured by the heredi­
tary rights of one class of economic agents (i.e., the nobility) to control 
another (i.e., the serfs). With respect to the totality of social relations 
1while Smith certainly considered fixed industrial capital, this does 
not loom large in his analytical explanatory apparatus. As Schumpeter put it: 
"The manufacturing industry that economists beheld and reasoned about was 
all along the industry of the artisan.II (History of Economic Analysis, New 
York, 1954, P• 386.) 
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in such a system, the privilege to own and manage capita 1 goods--i. e., the 
agrarian wage fund--is merely a "symptom", or manifestation in the economic 
sphere, of those more fundamental hereditary rights safeguarded by the 
fe~dalistic ideology. The coming of mercantile agrarianism, however, heralded 
a new method of organization namely, a capitalistic approach. While this 
new system at first coexisted side by side with the old, it gradually replaced 
it and, as it proved its superior economic efficiency in terms of raising 
productivity, became the dominant mode of socio-economic organization. 
This thesis of the evolution of economic institutions, to which Marx 
made a major contribution, belongs properly to the domain of the modern theory 
of organization dealing with matters of incentives, coordination, authority 
and information. With the emergence of mercantile agrarianism the very right 
to organize and control the economic affairs of the nation comes to rest in­
creasingly in the hands of those who own and control the commercial capital 
stock--rather than those of the landed aristocracy. The distinguishing or­
ganizationa 1 feature of the new system resides in its basic "task-oriented" 
approach according to which, clearly, sharply defined economic tasks--e.g., 
production, management, bookkeeping, shipping--are assigned to various groups 
of economic agents. When such assignments are made on objective grounds in­
dependent of any other social obligations which divert the attention of all 
classes in the feudal system, the performance of the task itself becomes 
much easier to assess and evaluate; and, in fact, performance based on a 
task-specific division of labor becomes the sole criterion for reward. The 
built-in combined incentive and coordinating devices of capitalism are highly 
conducive to economic progress, partly because of the encouragement given to 
individual initiative and partly because of the reinforcement provided by the 
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social prestige attached to the ownership of capital and the power to control 
which it conveys. Society no longer revolves around the cultural life of the 
nobility and its needs. Instead, the prominent organizational features of 
the society now favor individualistic capital accumulation as its main, if 
not sole, social purpose. 
This new "bourgeois" method of organization was first tried and ex­
perimented with in connection with the incipient growth of trade and commer­
cial activities. However, with the increasing tendency for these activities 
to concentrate in sett led towns and cities, i.e., with the emergence of the 
tree and star constellation, the method spread to agricultural production. 
The well-known tripartite division of labor, a la Smith, in fact depicts this 
as the dominant model of British rural economic organization with capitalist 
farmers renting land from the nobility and hiring free labor. In view of the 
fact that upward of 80% of the population was engaged in agriculture by the 
end of the mercantile agrarian epoch, this acceptance of the commercial 
capitalistic form of organization in agriculture may be viewed as among the 
most remarkable growth accomplishments of the period--contributing immeasurably 
to the growth of agricultural productivity. 
3) Learning by Contact--The Smithian type argument concerning the 
division of labor and the Marxian-type argument concerning a change in the 
method of economic organization are complementary and mutually reinforcing. 
They carry us a large part of the way in explaining why the penetration of 
the agrarian economy by mercantile activity served to stimulate agricultural 
productivity. One ensures the increasing production specialization of each 
locality in each region (i.e., the stars); the second re~ders specialized 
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production more rationally efficient and accumulation oriented. But this 
transformation of the traditional mode of agricultural production into an in­
creasingly modern one was also facilitated by at least two other dimensions 
of the star-tree structure we have referred to. 
The star structure of mercantile agrarianism denotes a pattern of 
rural life revolving increasingly about the nucleus of the community, i.e., 
the villages or small market towns which comprise the center of the stars. 
Such village centers offer, on the one hand, the opportunity for an exchange 
of products and of ideas through growing human contacts; and on the other, 
the ever expanding vision of alternative ways of economic and cultural life. 
It is through these contacts and these ideas that new agricultural practices 
are devised and new combinations of traditional and non-traditional inputs are 
tested. Via a first-hand demonstration of viable production alternatives, 
and the broadening horizons of access to new goods, the farmer behaves in­
creasingly in a profit maximizing, market responsive fashion, i.e., h~ begins 
to economize and to accumulate in the fashion of the British capitalist 
farmer described by the Classical School. 
The tree structure implied in mercantile agrarianism not only serves 
to link the various regions via a transportation network which facilitates 
the movement of goods, but also by a communications network which facilitates 
the movement of ideas. The significance of the latter in explaining the agri­
cultural revolution is that it is not only essential for that contact among 
men which induces inventions but also for the spread of the resulting innova­
tions across land space. The significance of this process is underlined by 
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1 2students of both Western European development and of Tokugawa Japan. 
Historically, an agricultural revolution is usually achieved more via the 
transmission of best technology, i.e., narrowing the gap between average and 
best within a country, rather than by the continuing improvement of best 
technology. The logica 1 force of this argument rests on the grounds that 
inventions by their very nature are likely to occur in isolated pockets of 
3 progress, and that a spreading and dissemination process is essential if a 
revolution of the agricultural economy is to be accomplished. The same infra­
structure which serves the expansion of trade among regions, given a state 
of the arts, also ensures this vital transmission of knowledge affording a 
change in the state of the arts. 
Thus the local star structure, connected regionally and then nationally 
by a tree structure, is, we believe, indispensable for sustained agricultural 
development. In other words, agricultural progress is heavily dependent on 
the extent to which the agricultura 1 sector is linked up and involved with 
the trading activities outside of that sector. 
The star-tree structure offers the individual households stimulation 
and contacts--on both the consumption and production sides--quite in addition 
to the directly--and needed--trade-related social overheads, the assured 
source of supply of agricultural inputs (seeds and fertilizer) and the assured 
market for agricultural outputs. The more closely knit the economy becomes, 
1
Cole, W.A., British Economic Growth. 1680-1959, (with Phyllis 
Deane) Cambridge University Press, 1962. 
2
T. C. Smith, Agrarian Origins of Modern Japan, Stanford:, ·•cal.: 
Stanford University Press, 1959. 
3
Either as a consequence of purely private or social (government)
_research effort. 
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i.e., the greater the degree of contact and the flow of goods and ideas through 
the capillary system of the economy, the. greater the mutually reinforcing ef­
fects of trade expansion and agricultural productivity growth. 
4) Emergence of a National Economy--A final set of factors strongly 
contributing to the strength of "j" is comprised of what may loosely be called 
the first wave of incipient nationalism. As feudalism weakened, serfdom 
disappeared and urban centers gained strength, new nation-states, governed by 
royalty, began to displace the regionally-oriented nobility. This new spirit 
of national identity, fed by an enhanced emphasis on the this-worldliness of 
the Reformation had a number of relevant consequences in the economic sphere. 
For one, increasing class mobility tied in with the beginnings of an 
egalitarian spirit, strengthened the forces of national trade expansion and 
commercialization emanating from the local level. The related well-documented 
rise of the Protestant Ethic gave social approbation for the first time to in­
dividualistic commercial pursuits. For another, the emergence of the first 
real national consciousness in replacement of local and regional loyalties 
provided the necessary ideological cement for commerce following the ne~·,­
found flag. 
But beyond that it also helped provide the physical cement to tie 
disparate spatial pieces together. This period saw local trade barriers pro­
gressively lowered, commercial codes adopted, the sanctity of contract and 
of private property recognized. It saw national transport and communication 
networks constructed, a national currency and national financial institutions 
created. In other words, a viable tree structure was fashioned from a combina­
tion of physical overheads and legal-cum-institutional change. 
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This continuing movement away from self-sufficient and inward-looking 
simple agrarianism and towards an interdependent outward-looking mercantile 
agrarianism did not, of course, stop at the boundaries of the newly emerging 
nation-states. There was trade among the countries of Western Europe; and 
beyond that the discoveries in the New World and the resulting inflow of 
species accelerated competition for trade and territory and gave a further 
substantial fillip to the forces of Western European commercialism. While it 
is too much to say that a fully articulated network of international trade 
linking all the national tree structures existed at this point, the vision 
of extending the Smithian division of labor concepts in time and space led to 
substantial overhead construction in port facilities, specialized banking and 
the forging of other linkages between each nation-state and the rest of the 
world. The previously cited set of relationships between the spreadinG tree/ 
star structure and agricultura 1 productivity within each country were further 
strengthened by the advent of ne-w consumption and production possibilities 
from abroad. 
In summary, it was this increasing spread of commercial activity -which 
marked the gradual transition from simple to mercantile agrarianism. The 
growing importance of commercial capital, occasioned by the requirements of 
expanded trade and an enhanced division of labor in turn levered agricultural 
productivity increases and thus capital formation at its source. Moreover, 
these cumulative ever-expanding forces inevitably led the system towards 
transition to full-fledged industrial capitalism. We shall turn to this sub­
ject in the next section, 
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Section III. From Mercantile Agrarianism to Industrial Capitalism 
The change in the Western European economy from mercantile agrarianism 
to industrial capitalism occurred in the course of the 18th and 19th centuries. 
This transition marks a most important landmark in human history, for it in­
dicates the end of an agrarian age which stretched all the way back to the 
beginnings of civilization when the domestication of vegetables and animals 
first became a predominant mode of economic production. With the industrial 
revolution the epoch of modern growth was launched, characterized by rapid 
structural change and unprecendented, sustained increases of labor productivity 
and per capita income--far exceeding any achieved or even dreamed of before. 
This dramatic change, however, was far from sudden. For the develop­
ment of mercantile agrarianism had prepared the way and planted the seeds for 
1
the new epoch which followed. Z goods production and textile industries 
existed long before the industrial revolution took hold; and the nature of 
capital was undergoing subtle changes even in the 16th and 17th centuri~s. 
But all we can hope to do here is try to capture the essence of major changes 
in the mainstream of a society in transition. Let us first return then, in 
a somewhat more precise and analytical fashion, to the nature of this trans­
formation to industrial capitalism, and then proceed to a discussion of the 
intrinsic nature of capital, of the method of organization, and of the nature 
of the growth promoting forces characteristic of that epoch. 
Establishment of Dualism 
The most striking change in the economic landscape with the arrival 
of modern industrial growth is the establishment of a form of economic 
1stephen Hymer and Stephen Resnick, "A Model of An Agrarian Economy 
Including Non-agricultural Activities", (to be published in the American 
Economic Review, June 1969). 
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dualism, i.e., a differentiation of economic life at a higher order of com­
plexity. While the production and living patterns of mercantile agrarianism 
are far from homogeneous (i.e., a far cry from the monolithic production 
structure of simple agrarianism) that "dualism" was characterized by the 
contrast between agrarian production and commercial activity. In contrast, 
the new dualism which made its marked appearance in the 18th century is 
characterized by the coexistence of agricultural and industrial production 
activities each following decidedly different rules of the game. 
There are two basic differences between the agrarian-trade "dualism" 
(of mercantile agrarianism) and the modern industrial-agricultural dualism. 
The first is that under industrial capitalism we have in existence for the 
first time a large class of peasants freed from feudalistic bondage and 
constituting an urban labor force. The second aspect is the existence of in­
dustrial fixed capital--plant and equipment--which takes on a productive 
significance far exceeding that of "mobilizir13 labor"--the trade mark of 
commercial capital. The combination and the collaboration (in the production 
sense) of the newly formed urban proletariat with the fixed capital stock 
usher in a new mode of production as well as a new mode of economic life in 
general. Capital, instead of accommodating or, in the main, supporting 
labor now begins to be in a position to displace labor and to enhance the pro­
ductivity of the employed labor force. Fixed capital permits capital deepening 
to supplement the capital widening characteristic of commercial capital. 
The contrast in the economic life of rural agriculture and urban in­
dustrial production is, in the first place, a contrast in space economics. 
Referring to the tree-star structure of diagram (2a), agricultural activities 
are carried out in the areas of the stars, while industrial activities are 
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centered et the nodes (i.e., the cities). There thus exists a strikint 
contrast between the two production sectors in terms of the relation between 
population density and the implied frequency of human contact. In industrial 
production the shaking off of the dependence on land space implies that pro­
duction in the city is increasingly free from the constraint of seasonality 
and the uncertainties of weather, and becomes more and more a matter of human 
endeavor and ingenuity. The extent of the feasible division of labor in 
agriculture is restricted by nature which renders the simultaneous execution 
of a large number of diverse production processes less practicable. In in­
dustry, on the other hand, production efficiency is limited only by the 
human ingenuity embodied in the fixed capital designed to cooperate with the 
labor force--or in changes in the quality of that labor force achieved through 
education or more informal learning processes. The efficient scale of opera­
tions may increase with improvements in human capacity, i.e., increasing 
rather than diminishing returns are more likely. In short, an urban civiliza­
tion involving a growing proportion of the total population and contrasting 
sharply in its economic behavior with the traditional ways of rural life is 
establishing itself in the cities. 
This new dualism came as a natural outgrowth of mercantile agrarianism. 
The emergence of the new proletariat class resulted in large part from the 
"push" of expanding agricultura 1 productivity which permitted a dee lining 
(rural) fraction of the total population to supply the growing urban class 
with its physical sustenance. Thus, there emerged for the first time in any 
really major sense the phenomenon of an agricultural surplus, i.e., foorl and 
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1 
raw materials delivered to another sector to sustain its activities. It 
was this rapid expansion of agricultural productivity and resulting accommo­
dation of an increasing fraction of the total labor force in industrial 
pursuits that lies at the heart of the transition from mercantile agrarianism 
to industrial capitalismo 
Side by side with the "push" of agricultural productivity increase 
is the "pull" emanating from the cities without which the new urban working 
class would not have emerged. In the first place, the very existence of the 
cities (and the roads leading to them) holds out the promise of a new physi-
cal environment and a new way of life to the rural population. In the second 
place, arrangements must be made to channelize the agricultural surplus so 
that it will reach this new urban class. Not infrequently these arrangements 
may be non-market (or institutional) in nature including forced procurement, 
kinship donation, private charity or public and church relief--conforming to 
the residuals of medieval mentality. However, more and more such non-economic 
arrangements are rep laced by the trans fer--through the market or the 0 -:wernment' s 
fisca 1 power--of the agricultural surplus for productive purposes, 
i.e., as wage goods for the newly employed urban workers. The new employment 
opportunities were, in fact, provided by the growth of a fixed capital stock 
which pulled labor into the cities. Thus the reallocation of labor, the 
channelization of the agricultural surplus to the industrial sector and the 
accumulation of industrial fixed capital stock together constitute the basic 
phenomena in the operation of industrial capitalism. 
\1e are distinguishing in this fashion between the "trade margin" of 
commercial agrarianism and the "surplus" of industrial capitalism. In fact, 
the distinction becomes somewhat blurred in historical reality when we recall 
the use of physiocratic "surplus" to support the sterile classes of agrarian­
ism (see the authors' "Agrarianism, Dualism and Economic Development" in 
Ade lman-Thorbecke, .QE.• ,ill). 
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In addition to the 11 push11 of the agricultural surplus and the "pull" 
of industrial capital accumulation within the domestic economy, the rapid 
growth of international trade greatly facilitated the process of change in 
industrial capitalism. The development of foreign trade, which could ~e 
viewed as part of a curled tree structure linking the major nodes (or cities) 
in the domestic tree-star structure to their equivalents in other countries, 
provided a further major stimulant to domestic real capital formation and in­
dustrial employment. By "sending out" one type of agricultural and manufactured 
good and "bringing in" other goods, and species, a number of direct as well as 
indirect forces are set in motion which substantially contribute to the 
vigorous growth of industrial capitalism. For one thing, there is the direct 
contribution to the accumulation process. The inflow of fDreign exchange, 
a prime policy objective in the early days of industrial capitalism, had in­
flationary consequences which contributed to the maintenance of a low real 
. 1 
wage cum high profit and accumulation pattern domestically. The extension 
of the tree-star structure to the international arena, moreover, has an impor­
tant impact on productive efficiency, via the substantial further division of 
labor made possible. New goods enter consumer horizons and new techniques 
producer horizons. As transportation and communication arteries thicken 
and extend, the impact back on domestic agricultural productivity and indus­
trial capital formation is likely to be pronounced. Foreign trade contributes 
1The teachings of mercantilism might be reassessed in the light of this 
long run development perspective. The mercantilists concentrated their analysis 
on the emerging industrial sector and advocated a policy favorable to the 
development of that sector. They may have erred in presenting a partial and 
perhaps overly journalistic view by emphasizing the sensational aspects of in­
dustry and foreign trade and neglecting (or at least not bringing formally 
into their body of thinking) still dominant agricultural activities. The 
strong physiocratic reaction to the mercantilists was, in fact, elicited by 
this unbalanced treatment. 
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to the pace of monetization and commercialization by increasing incentives 
as well as providing new and more efficient options to domestic decision­
makers. 
Nature of Capital in Industrial Capitalism 
As mercantile agrarianism gives way to industrial capitalism the pre­
ponderant nature of ca_pital changes, with fixed capital becoming increasingly 
important. The other component is circulating capital which now includes in• 
dustrial inventories and goods in process as well as retaining its wages fund 
and commercial capital characteristics. While circulating capital owes its 
existence to by now familiar reasons, fixed capital provides employment oppor­
tunities and, at the same time, serves to augment worker productivity by sub­
stituting for labor and serving as a vehicle for the embodiment of new 
technology. 
Given long run historical perspective we can, moreover, note that the 
weight of social and production significance shifts gradually away from cir­
culating and toward fixed capital. We can gain some idea of the rapidity of 
this shift on the intellectual plane by recalling that while commercial capi­
tal still dominated the Classical System (1780-1C30) the situation had practi­
cally reversed itself by the time of Marx in the late nineteenth century. 
Although Marx made a valiant effort to incorporate both types of capital in 
his analysis of circular flows and growth--and was practically the first 
economist of any stature to do so--Marxist analysis proper was very much more 
concerned with fixed capital. This shift in analytic emphasis can be said to 
have been the very product of the Industrial Revolution. The expansion of 
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trade--domestic and foreign--and the resulting gains from the broadened division 
of labor can, after a 11, have only limited impact on labor productivity in the 
absence of new capital goods and new knowledge. It must, in time, give way 
to another more permanent and dependable source of productivity gain, namely 
that associated with changes in the quality and quantity of the cooperating 
material agents. 
We can afford to be quite brief in describing the evolving method of 
organization which characterizes industrial capitalism. The owners of the 
capital stock possess the physical means to control and organize the produc­
tion process--at least at the beginning of the period. Workers sell their 
services to those who own the industria 1 capita 1 equipment and in this 
fashion become a wage earning class. As Marx points out, capitalists are 
free to organize and control their workers in such a way as to explore the 
full production potential offered by the vehicle of fixed capital. 
However, Marx did not correctly anticipate the evolution of the capi­
talist system over time, including the growth of unionism and the increasing 
separation of the ownership and control of capital goods. Rigid class dis­
tinctions between capitalists and workers tend to break down as workers begin 
to save in substantial volume. Moreover, the trend toward increased govern­
ment participation in decision-making, occasioned by the sheer size and weight 
of the public sector and the growing importance of social legislation, was 
to fundamentally affect the nature of capitalism. Thirdly, there has been 
the increasingly conscious allocation of resources to investment in human 
capital, so that we now count many educational expenditures as developmental 
and are not very far from treating education expenditures as a cost for in­
come tax purposes. Finally--and perhaps most importantly--there have been 
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other unanticipated changes in the productive significance of capital, e.g., 
the advent of mammoth institutionalized research expenditures, both public 
and private, which have left an indelible mark on the nature of capitalism. 
What we have been witnessing, in fact, is a transition from industrial 
capitalism to what may be called technocratic capitalism in which capital 
stock becomes a function of quality rather than quantity change. Material 
accumulation retains importance mainly as a vehicle for the accumulation of 
new knowledge, with the productive significance of the old capital stock 
fading away rather quickly. We can anticipate the day when the brute act 
of saving receives less and less credit and reward while the returns to pro­
duced knowledge, innovation and education, are continuously enhanced. While 
this transition to a technocratic capitalism characterized by the expectations 
of routinized change in the Western world is itself not a major concern of this 
paper, to vieu the growth phenomenon in this context can be seen to be of 
considerable significance for the developing world. 
Section IV. Relevance to the Less Developed World 
What light, if any, does this account of historical events in 
Western Europe shed on the conceptual problems of growth, or stagnation, in 
the developing world? Certainly, as Kuznets has pointed out, 1 there are 
striking differences in terms of cultural and social heritage as well as the 
pattern of economic life as between the now developed western countries and 
the contemporary developing non-western world. But it must also be recognized 
1s. Kuznets, "Developed and Underdeveloped Countries: Some Problems 
of Comparative Analysis", Zeitschri ft fi.ir die gesamte Staatswissenschaft, 
1968, 124 (1). 
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that~while certain historical events were transpiring on the central European 
stage, these very events had an important, if less obvious, historical im­
pact on the third world, and consequently on the evolutionary pattern fol­
lowed by that third world to the present day. Secondly, the historical view 
serves to enrich our ability to properly conceptualize the problems of 
present-day underdevelopment and thus hopefully to be more effective in doing 
something about them. 
Parallel Development 
The Western European experience with growth indicates the existence of 
major defineable historical epochs as the system moves from simple to mercan­
tile agrarianism and from there to industrial (and ultimately technolo3ical) 
capitalism. What is clearly needed to fully explain Western growth, there­
fore, is a theory which deals not only with the rules of behavior within each 
epoch but also with the necessary and sufficient conditions for transition 
from one to the next. The implications of this view for the contemporary 
developing countries are fairly clear. While the epochal view of growth is 
equally relevant here, we are dealing with a different situation, i.e., with 
a case of parallel development interrupted by the exogenous forces of 
colonialism thus leading to a different epochal sequence. We must remember, 
for example, that the period of mercantile agrarianism in Western Europe, 
characterized by the expansion of regional economic integration, also coin­
cides with the beginnings of the colonial period in .the overseas territories. 
The opening up of ne,-1 trade routes and territories helped fuel the expansion 
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of Western European commercial interests and contributed substantially to the 
mutually reinforcing agricultural/commercial growth pattern previously des­
cribed. Colonialism can thus be viewed as the foreign graft on European 
mercantile agrarianism. Moreover, even after Europe had transited to indus­
trial capitalism, this"transition remained only partially relevant to the 
overseas possessions which essentially retainetl their position as agrarian 
appendages to the mainstream of dualistic development in Western Europe. 
This is not to say that substantial overhead capital formation in the 
overseas territories did not take place during this period, (e.g., the British 
in India, the French in Egypt and Turkey). But it is also true that these 
investments, largely in ports and railroads, were directed mainly to 
facilitating the outward flow of minerals and raw materials and had relatively 
little impact on the bulk of the domestic agrarian economy. The enc lave 
commercial sector which was typically created, responding to profit incen­
tives at home, restricted itself to acquiring a cheap labor force from the 
agrarian hinterland, extracting the exportable primary materials, selling 
same, and utilizing the proceeds for the accumulation of more commercial 
capital, including the overheads required for the continued expansion of that 
enclave. 
1 
Tracing the full impact of colonialism on the less developed world 
is too involved for any simple verdict, but it is clear that the creation of 
externally oriented enclaves under alien control,next to stagnant and rela­
tively untouched agrarian hinterland~ represents a fairly accurate summary 
1
For a fuller description of the typical colonial mechanism at work,
see the authors 1 "Agriculture in the Open Economy", paper presented to the
Universities-National Bureau of Economic Research Conference on the Role of
Agriculture in Economic Development, Princeton, N. J. (to be published). 
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of the geceral ~tate~of affairs. One can thus say that colonialism intervened 
to prevent the occurance of a parallel transition to industrial capitalism. 
in fact, added the major motiveThe Industrial Revolution in Western Europe, 
of raw materials procurement to the earlier missionary, bullion and other, 
political objectives of colonialism. The colonial interregnum, in short, 
imposed a different sequence of epochal grm~th and brought with it a number of 
handicaps for the task of post-independence development. 
The most important of these handicaps is that the social overhead 
capital formation which had taken place in Western Europe, gradually and un­
obtrusively over several centuries, did not really come into being in the less 
developed world. The feeder roads, highways and communication systems which con­
and urbc:n amenitiesstitute the tree structure--and the fair sites, :3eucr systems 
which make the star system possible--were considered almost a natural by-
product of Western civilization. Resulting from a large number of decen-
tralized private decisionsJ such overhead investment was virtually taken for 
granted by the Physiocrats, the Classicists and Marx,all of whom accorded 
it a very minor role, if any, in their analytical framework. Yet, while 
its annual incremental growth was never very spectacular, spread over 
nearly three centuries (1500-1750), it could make a very substantial dif-
ference to the development of Western Europe. 
In the overseas territories, on the other hand, colonial polic~ which 
the elimination ofcontrolled private and public capitalJ was directed towards 
only such barriers as might interfere with the satisfactory hook-up of the 
colonial enclave with the economy of the mother country. Internal trade bar­
riers were of no concern to the colonial authorities and were, in fact, even 
encouraged at times, depending on the size of the labor reservoir in the 
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agrarian hinterland and the needs of political stability. Colonial policy 
often found it practical to accentuate rather than reduce regional and tribal 
differences. As John Stuart Mill put it, these enclaves were viewed as 
places "where England finds it convenient to carry on the production of sugar, 
coffee, and a few other tropical commodities", and not as "countries with a 
1productive capital of their own". In fact, such small-scale industry as 
sometimes did exist prior to colonization was often swept away by the "com• 
petitive" (i.e., favored) inflow of goods from the mother country. Early 
17th century India, for instance, was generally considered to be more indus­
trialized than Western Europe; but most of this industry was destroyed by the 
impact of the Industrial Revolution working through the colonial system. In 
similar fashion, the Japanese colonial effort effectively destroyed Korean 
handicraft and small industries. 
Diversity in the Less Developed World 
While we have thus tried to state the phenomenon of parallel develop­
ment in general terms, it must be emphasized that there exists considerable 
diversity among individual groups of LDC's with respect to their contemporary 
preparedness for post-colonial growth. It may be useful to differentiate 
between two types of diversityA The first, indigenous (or pre-colonial) 
diversity, encompasses structural, geographic or cultural features which have 
their origins in the distant pre-colonial past and which continue to .play an 
important role today. It emphasizes the differential state of general cul­
tural and economic preparedness to even begin the task of adequate star/tree 
1
J. s. Mill, Princioles of Political Economv, London, 1929, pp. 685-6. 
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construction and should help to keep us from easy generalizations and pointed 
towards a typologica 1 approach to development. 
We must recognize, for example, that the Confucian mandarin tradition 
in China, its emphasis on scholarship in government and education for the 
elite, proved to be of importance to the ability to resist the physical and 
intellectual impact of the West. And, as in culturally akin Japan and Korea, 
the historical continuity of development in China was marked by collective 
efforts including the construction of a substantial tree/star structure. 
One needs only contrast this with the tribal semi-nomadic mode of life in 
pre-colonia 1 sub-Saharan Africa to capture the essence of the point. The re­
lative abundance of good land meant that the establishment of human settlements 
focussing on the narrow issue of securing an adequate food supply could be 
downgraded. Slash and burn agriculture with agricultura 1 practices and 
productivity change virtually unaltered over the centuries could continue 
even to this day. Under these circumstances little small-scale domestic 
industry based on the putting-out system and closely tied in with commercial 
activities even put in an appearance. The post-independence big push for in­
dustrialization thus could not count on any of the indigenous regenerative 
forces which have been cited. In South Asia, we have, typically, an inter­
mediate position: a fairly well-developed local village structure but never 
linked into a regional or national network. In other words, the stars existed 
but there was no tree structure in which they could be implanted and from 
which they would be nourished through time. In South-East Asia, on the other 
hand, even the village structure is considerably less cohesive; Malaysia, for 
example, was dotted through the centuries with so-called individual "long 
houses", with families operating near self-sufficiency and the absence of 
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collective action for the creation of even minimal social or economic infra­
structure. Latin America, near the other end of the spectrum, while blessed 
with a considerable diversity of its own, is characterized generally by the 
presence of open lands, rich material resources and sizeable numbers of edu• 
cated European immigrants. In much of this region, attempts were made to 
install a full blown industrial sector financed largely from abroad and 
without much attention to the tree/star structure in the interior. Perhaps 
partly as a consequence, in spite of the lack of exposure to the most virulent 
kind of colonialism, even the relatively rich countries of Latin America must 
still be considered underdeveloped. 
Indigenous or pre-colonial diversity is, of course, a very complicated 
subject on which we can't even hope to adequately scratch the surface. But 
we know, or think we kno,-1, that the star structure helps to indicate the 
quality of a civilization and the tree structure the extent to which we can 
talk about a truly regional or national system. It is, therefore, important, 
in spite of the flimsiness of our evidence, to acknowledge the fact that dif­
ferent societies found themselves in very different states when colonialism 
intervened and that this can have important consequences for a useful typology 
of development •. 
A second, and equally important, manifestation of diversity is consti­
tuted by differences within the colonial package itself. We can quickly re­
cognize the aforementioned importance of a distinction between colonial rela­
tions achieved by outright military conquest and accompanied by the completely 
unilateral assignment of specified economic tasks suiting the design of the 
mother country (e.g., Asia and Africa), and a colonialism which works its 
wi 11 through a combination of predominant economic power and diplomatic 
... 
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influence (e.g., Latin Arnerica)e But there are also other, more subtle, 
dimensions of colonial diversity which need to be recognized. These include 
differences in methods of resource exploitation and, not independently, 
colonial policy affecting both the nature of the enclave and its relations 
with the rest of the economy. The nature of the major colonial export 
commodity, for example, may be most significant for the way in which the 
colonial period itself evolves and for the state of the economy's readiness 
. 1 1at 1.ts cone usi.on.. Colonial policy, in most oil or mineral rich territories 
has been characterized by relatively little effort to involve much of the 
local population or effect any major change in the traditional feudal scene. 
A food or raw material export crop, on the other hand, depending on the extent 
of the use of local labor, demands some minimal concern for social development, 
including education and a wider road network. The differences in the state 
of post-World·War II preparation for development in "rich" Saudi Arabia and 
"poor" India are revealing from this point of view. Colonial policy makers 
sometimes preferred to import cheap labor from abroad, e.g., Indians to 
Ceylon, Chinese to South-East Asia, rather than let the growing export en­
clave impact the domestic hinterland too severely and thus risk instability 
for the system as a whole. In addition, a closer examination of the colonial 
policies of various mother countries will probably lead us to the conclusion 
that, regardless of resource endowment and other aspects of indigenous diver­
sity, colonia 1 powers differed in their attitude towards the quantity and • 
quality of education, and the relative importance of cultural, religious and 
1For a stimulating analysis of such differences, Mpecia~ly with respect 
to technological diffusion, see R. Baldwin, Economic Development and Export 
Growth, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1968. 
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economic relationships with their colonies. We cannot undertake such an 
examination in the context of this paper. We do, however, believe that such 
considerations can be shown to add another significant dimension to the diver­
sity within the post-colonial developing world;and that indigenous and 
colonial diversity, together, provide the basis for a typological approach to 
contemporary problems of development. Colonialism interrupted the transition 
from mercantile agrarianism to industrial capitalism in most of the developing 
world, but progress was arrested at different points and such changes as did 
occur moved the society in different directions during the colonial period. 
In this way both the nature and size of the development effort required in 
the post-war era were p·rofoundly affected. 
The Time Dimension 
In spite of all this diversity, one more feature which most contem• 
porary developing countries share must be added to our list of handicaps-­
namely the well-known problem of impatience. Not only are we confronted with 
an absence, to a larger or smaller degree, of the necessary tree/star 
scaffolding patiently built-up over the centuries in Western Europe, but we 
are faced with· the attempt to telescope Western European experience into a 
few decades. This is partly a function of the famous tide of rising aspira­
tions but also of the demonstrated feasibility of successful moves from mer­
cantile agrarianism to industrial capitalism. No contemporary LDC feels it 
can wait for the gradual emergence of a tree-star structure resulting, in 
so many unconscious ways, from the extension of the rural household in Western 
Europe. The private sector customarily has neither the technical experience 
nor the required capital market depth to provide the railroads, the highways 
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and the canals which make up the tree structure. Consequently only conscious 
collective action can even begin to fashion the kind of a tree/star structure 
needed to underpin any "quickie" development effort. But while governments 
may have the desire they clearly do not in most instances have the social 
organization. Colonial civil services have not been known for the quality of 
the people sent out from Europe or for attempting to create more than an 
aptitude for law and order among their indigenous counterparts. Local poli· 
tical leadership and developmental talents were, if anything, purposefully 
neglected-•and national linkages discouraged-•all part of the effort to avoid 
any rocking of the colonial boat. As a consequence, the possibilities of 
collective action to fill the gap over any acceptably short period of time 
were severely circumscribed. After all, the infusion of a spirit of routinized 
change as part of a society's value system is difficult to telescope under 
the best of circumstances. 
Finally, it should be noted that while population growth was probably 
helpful to Western Europe's transition to industrial capitalism in the manner 
we have already noted,this is not the case for the higher density contemporary 
LDC' s, experiencing substantially stronger population pressures. In Western 
Europe the productivity-enhancing interaction between the agrarian and non­
agrarian sectors depended on the growth of human contact over an expanding 
living space--providing increasing returns via incentives and learning pro­
cesses far stronger than the Ricardian diminishing returns to which we have 
been exposed in the less developed world. The rapid decline of the death 
rate in the last two decades, welcome as it has been, does not render the 
telescoping effort,any easier. 
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The example of Japan may use fully be cited here as a late-comer nation 
which did not, however, face many of the difficulties we have just been 
dwelling on. Japan did succeed in telescoping 250 years of Western European 
experience into 50. But if we accept the notion that the pre-industrial star/ 
tree structure indicates much about the quality of a civilization--at least 
from the point of view of potential economic progress--Japan was well prepared 
at the time of the Meiji Restoration. Her village ~tructure was far advanced, 
her population homogeneous and securely linked by a well-articulated semi• 
religious, semi-cultural kinship system under one Emperor. There was relative 
freedom from colonialism, certainly of the direct and even of the indirect 
type, and a strong sense of national purpose in achieving quick economic 
growth as a means of maintaining that independence. What resulted was a 
transition from mercantile agrarianism to vigorous growth under industrial 
capitalism, all in the space of less than five decades, As Lockwood put it, 
"probably the most substantial addition to real national income••••• grew out 
of general improvement in agriculture, handicraft and internal commerce 
following the removal of feudal restrictions and the unification of the 
country under a strong central government. Freedom of movement and occupation, 
the abolition of clan, tariff barriers and tolls ••••• better transportation••••• 
brought an expansion of the interna 1 market and a rise in productivity. 111 
This vigorous interaction between agricultural productivity change 
and first, commercial, later, industrial growth in non-agriculture has been 
2
extensively documented~ In the absence of a colonial interregnum Japan 
1w. W. Lockwoo9, The Economic Development of Japan, Princeton, N.J.: 
Princeton University Press, 1954, pp. 17-18. 
2 see Thomas Smith, Agrarian Ori~ins of Modern Japan, Stanford, Califor­
nia: Stanford University Press, 1959. See also related work on the Southern 
United States by Nicholls and Tang, Economic Development in the South Pied­
mont. 1860-1950: Its Importance for Agriculture, Nashville, 1958. 
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transited successfully--·and rather quickly•-from commerc:.al agrarianism to in­
dustrial capitalism. She was no doubt also very much assisted by the geo• 
graphic concentration of her population and what must be considered excep­
tionally low population growth rates, permitting her to avoid the extremes 
of diminishing returns in agriculture and enabling a rather rapid shift of the 
economy's center of gravity in the dualistic context. 
1 For Japan, Gerschen­
kron's dictum that the more delayed development "the more explosive the great 
spurt ••• if lrnd when it comes
112 has applicability. But for the bulk of the 
contemporary less developed world these aspirations are not matched by the 
same state of preparation for the task. 
Cone lusions 
We are painfully aware of the danger of attempting to sweep cavalierly 
across a vast landscape of recorded history. Our only defense against the 
charge of dilettantism•-or worse--is that we mean to do little more within 
the scope of the present paper than to probe and stimulate. It is our con­
viction that further exploration of the historical laboratory can substantially 
enrich our understanding of the process of economic development--as a minimum 
to serve as a useful guide for future research efforts. 
One of the conclusions we believe especially worth recalling is the 
importance of developing a growth-theoretic typology sensitive not only to 
major differences in contemporary resource endowment, size, openness and the 
1see Fei and Ranis, Development of the Labor Suro·lus Economy: 'f..\ii!ory and 
Policy, Homewood, Ill.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1964. 
2A. Gerschenkron, Economic Backwardness in Historical Perspective, 
1962, p. 44. 
.. 
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like--but also to indigenous historical diversity and subsequent differential 
colonial experience. While no specific proposals are made within the confines 
of this paper regarding a suitable framework for such theorizing, we are more 
convinced than ever that a viable general theory of development will have to 
be approached via a number of such half-way houses. 
Secondly, in fashioning a testable typology those factors which make 
up the differential hurdles in the way of the transition to industrial capi­
talism must be carefully weighed. For example, the importance of the tree• 
star structure for mutually reinforcing growth is based on a recognition that 
inter-sectoral connectedness is essential for the generation and efficient 
allocation of an adequate agricultural surplus at each point in time. Once 
a minimum tree/star structure exists, in addition to the flow of commodities, 
the flow of saving through relatively "near" or familiar financial inter­
mediaries, and the flow of human resources in search of higher productivity 
employment, can take place. Where, for one reason or another, say, the inter­
vention of colonialism, this infra-structure is not created, the chances for 
achieving vigorous dualistic growth suffer appreciably. 
The contemporary LDC, of course, faces a very difficult tuk in its 
attempt to create the necessary structure overnight. Public sector action 
seems to be indicated, but not only resources but also the ability of civil 
servants to make the "right" decisions, in a hurry, is limited. Developing 
countries cannot wait for the gradual evolution from feudal to individualistic 
and ultimately individualist/collectivist mixes in the way resources are 
organized. Instead, the attempt to quickly restructure the post-colo:iial 
economy has led many of them into a rather frantic type of public sector 
4 
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interventio~ism. Only in very recent years is the bank4uptcy of that policy 
becoming evident a-ad have the lessons of history been t~ken to heart. While 
the modernization impulse may well have to come from outside agriculture, 
without the mobilization of th'"!: sector and its foll interaction with the 
rest of the economy via an ever-broadening net of human and market participa­
tion, development is difficult to sustain. Nor a~e the foreign resources 
needed to ccntinue the costly "big push" industrialization policies of the 
past likely to con~in:..1c to be availa'.)le. 
F:.:1!!:!.ly, the ad·,•ent of technocratic capitalism in the developed coun­
tries may have o::her im:)Ortan:: im:_Jlicatic:is fo:- the achievem;?nt of successful 
growth in t'..1e lees deve !oped wc::.:!<l. As t:i~ new technology em'.:>odied in the 
latest vir,':age L,:::reasingly s~~e.:.1ps t!le i:::p'.)::ta:ice of p!1ysical capital accumu­
lation r=::::-,:;::, i::i the matu::e econony, the technological gap between rich and 
poo:;.· cc:1'.:L:,.:es to widen. Conseque::itly th~ pattern of technological borrowing 
t:,, t~e clcvelo;:-,i:i.g ccun':ries is increasingly divorced from their endowment in 
:.;-eso'.lr~-::s C.I"'.d ir.2er.uity, and the bu::den on innovational adaptation and dif­
fusion wit~1in t!12 LDC's rises. What we consequently observe in the less 
develcped world a~cious to make the transition to vigorous dualistic growth 
is lnw, nnd de~lininG, employment elasticities of output. Given higher than 
hi.i::':odccl pOi;"'ulatio!l growth, t!1e resul'.:ing rising i;nemplo7::1ent--whether 
rural o~ u~ban, disguised o~ open--represents both current output lost and 
future C;_Jportunities missed in terms of the dyna!:!lics of do::1estic growth--not 
to speak of the social and political tensions iz-i'.iuced. We know all too little 
about the methods of bridging this gap be~ween gallo~ping technocratic 
\ 
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capitalism and stagnant post-colonial systems, anxious to telescope 
Western European history into a few decades. But surely it involves some 
choice between investment in formal education and learning by doing, and 
between attempting to create an intermediate technology and assisting the 
adaptation and diffusion processes via policies of increased popular partici­
pation. In making these choices in the course of this current (second) 
effort at post-colonial restructuring the developing economy cannot afford 
to continue to neglect the lessons of history. 
